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Safeguard the hybrid 
landscape with 
Workplace Access 
and Security
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Managing today’s evolving landscape of digital and 
physical hybrid work can be complicated—but it doesn't 
have to be.

As businesses face increased pressure to provide elevated user experiences, siloed and 
time-consuming processes stand in the way. Fragmented integration across security, IT, 
and HR departments deteriorates the end-user experience—and compounds 
complexities in effectively managing access, security, and safety.

To makes matters more complicated, manual recruit-to-retire processes, unscalable 
custom apps, and security-policy enforcement challenges put organizations at risk of 
incurring heightened costs and severe compliance deviations. 

Workplace Access and Security, from AlertEnterprise and ServiceNow, helps businesses 
smoothly navigate the hybrid work landscape by minimizing security vulnerabilities, 
increasing substantial savings, and elevating the overall employee experience.
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The hybrid work 
landscape is evolving—
and so are the demands 
for access, security, 
and safety. 
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Manage multiple security systems via one 
interface—enhancing coherence and efficiency, 
which in turn uplifts the workforce experience.

Reduce wait time by automating access 
processing, enabling employees to begin tasks 
promptly and boost their productivity.

Enable swift responses to access and safety 
concerns by enhancing communication with 
instant updates and alerts.

Elevate workforce experience
In today's hybrid world, companies must manage both physical 
and digital access to maintain a strong security posture. To 
meet growing needs, they adopt siloed technologies—creating 
a fragmented security, IT, and HR ecosystem, which is hard to 
manage.

In order to remain competitive, companies need to provide 
employees with digital and physical tools that work together 
seamlessly—automating access processes and boosting 
productivity.

Unify digital and physical security management access to 
elevate the end-user experience.
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Streamline processes, guarantee security 
standards, and mitigate potential risks by 
enforcing regulatory requirements with real-time 
insights

Facilitate proactive risk management by 
integrating reporting and surveillance tools with AI 
and machine learning (ML) to streamline 
responses and threat monitoring

Provide a comprehensive view of the 
organization’s threat posture with an integrated 
platform for all security processes, leading to 
streamlined management and optimization

Optimize security protocols
Organizations need to protect against potential security threats 
before they happen. And having a holistic view of potential 
security gaps can help them achieve that.

Workplace Access and Security built by AlertEnterprise and 
ServiceNow equips organizations to create an agile security 
posture with increased visibility and automated insights.

Minimize security risks with real-time regulatory enforcement.
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Enhance compliance and 
safety
In a hybrid working environment, it’s important that employees 
feel safe—no matter where they are. 

Workplace Access and Security built by AlertEnterprise and 
ServiceNow applies an integrated approach to compliance 
through comprehensive training and administrative capabilities, 
helping protect the business and its people.

Become audit-prepared by ensuring steadfast safety and 
compliance with integrated training management.
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Easily adhere to training and compliance 
requirements with bolstered GDPR prerequisites by 
automating workforce access and asset upkeep

Seamlessly integrate top learning systems, facilitate 
training tracking, and ensure comprehensive 
security learning completion

Provide exhaustive asset inventory and 
consolidated data storage, ensuring audit 
preparedness
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Protect your business and your people with 
Workplace Access and Security
ServiceNow and AlertEnterprise help organizations ensure their people have the access, 
security, and safety they need to manage the hybrid landscape with ease. With an 
integrated approach to risk management, you can elevate workforce experiences, optimize 
security protocols, and enhance safety and compliance.
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Learn More

https://store.servicenow.com/sn_appstore_store.do#!/store/application/87fbe6c21b7e41108dcc755e034bcb8e
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